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Message from
Art Gallery of St Albert
Welcome to another sensational year of exhibitions at Art
Gallery of St Albert. The Gallery’s mandate is to provide enriching educational experiences that celebrate visual culture
and artistic achievement through research, exhibition and
interpretation. We are passionate about connecting people,
art and ideas and have specialized in exhibitions and visual
arts education since 1985.
The Gallery has made its home for over a decade in the historic Banque d’Hochelaga, a two-storey brick-clad building
on the corner of Perron and St Anne Street. A prominent focal point in the downtown district, the Gallery draws diverse
audiences from across the region.
Under the umbrella of the Arts and Heritage Foundation
of St Albert, the Gallery receives tremendous support from
its members, donors, sponsors, community partners and
volunteers. Invaluable guidance is provided by our Board of
Directors, all of whom are also volunteers. As a public art
gallery we receive much required funding from the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts which enables us to pay CARFAC
fees to the artists who exhibit at the Gallery.
Through these eleven exhibitions in 2014, and a multitude
of public programs and events, the community can expect a
vibrant and engaging experience at Art Gallery of St Albert.
Frances Gagnon

Frances Gagnon, Director
Jenny Willson-McGrath, Curator

Whether marvelling at the wonder of the natural landscape
or pondering the human psyche and experience, the artists
featured in Art Gallery of St Albert’s 2014 exhibition program evidence the level of creative ability that the Gallery
attracts.
Close up, each exhibition provides an opportunity to consider the unique perspective of the artist, whose artwork asks
that we pay attention to nature or to those around us, and
encourages thinking about the future by looking to the past.
The bigger picture shows a comprehensive variety of artistic
practices and philosophies, a diverse, challenging compendium that demonstrates the immense range of art production, not just within the region but beyond it as well.
Jenny Willson-McGrath

Left page: (top and lower right) exhibition view of Dream Within A Dream, 2013
(lower left) exhibition view of Vessels, 2010
(left centre) exhibition view of Animal Spirit, 2013, Collection of the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts
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At Odds
February 6 – March 1, 2014

Sydney Lancaster
Susan Seright
Claire Uhlick

At times tense, this exhibition of intriguing works is rich with
symbolism and explores personal narratives, redefined
through striking visual means.
Sydney Lancaster uses a vast array of media and approaches in her work. The works depict and describe birds’ nests
and mediate between the reality of the nest as an object,
versus the emotional and psychological significance that we,
as humans, attach to them. Lancaster’s nests evoke ideas of
home and security in opposing ways. While functioning as
empty spaces, suggesting a sense of absence and longing,
they also conjure notions of growth, nurturance and protection.
Poignant book works by Susan Seright seek to expose
social misconceptions of bipolar disorder. By pitting reality with perception, Seright uses these sculptural forms to
break free of social stigmas and speak out about her personal journey with mental health challenges. Recognizing
opponents such as light and dark and inertia and chaos in
her books, we hear a story within a story, assembled from
opposing parts: the original book and its carved away pieces.

Sydney Lancaster, Weaver Nests Massed, PVC, welding rod & wire, dimensions variable, 6 x 6 x 6” - 9 x 24 x 12” each nest, 2012

Claire Uhlick, Free Fall Series, Untitled #2, acrylic on canvas, 36 x 48”, 2012

Susan Seright, Silent Legacy, mixed, 10.5” x 12” x 6”, 2013; Susan Seright,
Anchored Flight, mixed, 24” x 15” x 10”, 2012

A series of self portraits by Claire Uhlick, painted from her
personal experience of loss, explore ideas of emotional reality. The works depict the artist falling into oblivion, captured
in a fleeting moment of precarious balance between control
and loss of control. In each painting, the figure is enveloped
by negative space, a moment captured from a falling dream.
A strange ambiguousness emanates from the artist’s elusive expression which seems to fluctuate between distress
and serenity. Uhlick is interested in the obscurity of dreams,
memory and imagination and how they impact human consciousness.
2014 Exhibition Catalogue
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Fragile Elements
March 6 – April 26, 2014

Susan Casault
Peter Ivens
Teresa Stieben

Natural landscapes are a common concern for artists who
often share strong connections to and associations with the
land. Fragile Elements brings together three Alberta artists, each
focusing on an aspect of the natural world.
Susan Casault creates highly attentive pencil crayon drawings that examine and portray flora in exacting detail. A
clear affinity for the native environment and a desire to
preserve its beauty is evident from the sensitivity and attention paid to her subjects. Referenced from the artist’s own
photography, Casault’s drawings depict moments in time;
the delicate bloom of flowers, grass swaying in the wind.

Teresa Stieben, Woven Memories of Heaven’s
Choir, hand woven raffia, threads, burlap on
recycled grapevine wreath, 26” x 18” x 2.5”, 2011

Similarly, Peter Ivens’ water studies seek to capture the
essence of fleeting moments. With uncanny precision Ivens
encapsulates the light and reflections from the water of rivers, pools and streams. Emphasis is placed on representing
the quintessence of the water and less so on composing a
true likeness. A great profundity and depth is achieved in
these impressively fluid paintings that describe the natural
environment with ethereal and poetic effect.

Teresa Stieben, Clear-Cuts and Paper-Nests,
woven sticks, shredded paper, sweet grass, raffia,
threads and soft textile fibres on recycled grapevine wreath, 36” x 22” x 8”, 2011

Peter Ivens, Finn Edge, Acrylic on canvas, 30” x 42”, 2013

‘Who will hear the last bird sing?’ questions artist Teresa
Stieben, whose works comprise a series of mixed media
sculptures. Formed from fragile materials such as wasp
papers, flowers, grasses and leaves, Stieben utilizes both
recycled natural and artificial materials, painstakingly crafting replica bird nests. Deep concern over the human impact
on the environment is expressed in these forms. Objects
that should nurture the presence of birds instead imply their
absence; miniature mausoleums to the memory of a natural
paradise, exsanguinated by industrialization.
Fragile Elements testifies to the unique means by which an
artist can both draw attention to, and visually preserve the
beauty and fragility of the ecosystem.

Susan Casault, Harbinger of Spring, coloured pencil, 8” x 9”, 2012
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High Energy

St Albert high school art students

May 1 – 24, 2014
The exhibition, aptly titled
High Energy, has become
an Art Gallery of St Albert
tradition, enjoying its 19th
iteration in 2014. As a student-generated exhibition it
demonstrates the exceptional standard of visual arts education provided by St Albert
high schools, commending
the efforts of both students
and educators. On an annual
basis, participating schools
work closely with Gallery staff
to curate an exhibition that
blends curriculum-based
artworks with new works created especially for the show.
Students collaborate to produce highly creative installations that both apply their training and develop their critical and conceptual approaches to
art making. Students are encouraged to hone their technical
skills as well as confidently explore new methods, mediums
and techniques.

High Energy never fails to offer a spirited, unpredictable array of works, ranging from photorealistic graphite drawings
to mixed media abstractions. Ingenuity is bountiful in these
fledgling artists who have been known to utilize a cornucopia of items to create their works. The detritus of modern
life - spent electronics, food and drink packaging, newsprint
- is often repurposed in order to explore narratives and
ideas central to adolescence. Images from popular culture
such as advertising, cult icons, fashion, TV and new technology amass, forming a unique aesthetic and an inimitable
visual expression.

Artworks pictured created by students from Bellerose Composite, École Secondaire
Paul Kane, St Albert Catholic, École Secondaire Sainte Marguerite d’Youville and Outreach high schools from 2012 -2013 Right: Riane Grainger, Focus, white chalk, 2013

Exhibition sponsored by Dr. Alan Murdock

Art Gallery of St Albert is committed to fostering the artistic talent
of St Albert youths by providing an
environment and experience that
showcases their achievements.
This fan-favourite exhibit highlights
numerous young artists, some of
whom the gallery anticipates may
return in future years as established artists looking for their own
exhibits.

2014 Exhibition Catalogue
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Annual Fundraiser Exhibition
June, 2014
As a registered non-profit, charitable organization, Art Gallery of St Albert holds a fundraiser
each year to raise much needed funds to support
programming and exhibitions at the Gallery. Historically, this was in the form of an Art Auction, an
event that grew in both popularity and scale over
time.

Regardless of the format, Art Gallery of St Albert never fails
to offer an exciting array of visual art, quality live entertainment and a vibrant party atmosphere to patrons of the
Gallery ’s fundraising events. Gallery staff are continually
encouraged by the willingness of contributing artists and
enthusiastic community supporters to assist with this cause
and frequent the Gallery’s special events.

Recently Art Gallery of St Albert moved to a fresh
fundraising model perceived as more beneficial
to artists - a two-week-long fundraiser exhibition.
Hosted in-house, the event invites artists to submit
works for a juried exhibition. Selected works form
the exhibition and are sold over the duration of
the show, a format that has attracted a wide range
of local and regional, established and emerging
artists.
Left page; guests enjoy 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 Art Auction and
Square One Fundraiser and Exhibition 2012, 2013
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Retreat

Sherri Chaba

July 3 – August 2, 2014

Sherri Chaba’s multimedia installation works explore the
effect of the oil industry on the land. Specifically focusing on
concerns of ecological and social sustainability, her works
are confrontational, ominous and yet sublime. They conquer
the spaces they occupy and are both physically and psychologically affective. Functioning as cautionary forms they nod
towards a future, perhaps yet to come, where man exists in
a post-petroleum-centred society.

Sherri Chaba, Scene Unseen, magnifying glass, recycled rubber, artefacts, wire, steel, desk, taxidermy birds, tempered glass and resin, 9’ x 23’ x 30’, 2011

The large scale installation Retreat, offers refuge and space for
reflection. The environment, painstakingly constructed from
a contrasting amalgam of historical, handmade and mass
produced objects, is immersive in a very literal sense.
Woven wire sculptures
dominate the gallery space
and suspended forms
can be peered into. Small,
handmade objects such as
miniature ceramic ladders
and rocks constructed from
antique newspapers, tied
with red twine, surround
the sculptures.
Chaba encourages viewers
to contemplate their attitudes and relationships toward the environment. Her
work brings attention to its
fragility and the cost mankind is paying for the advancement
of ‘world progress’, offering as much optimism as doubt.

Sherri Chaba, The Silence of Chaos, wire, steel, antique merchant
cabinet, antiques, recycled rubber, resin and found objects,16’ x 19’ 6’ x 32’, 2011
Sherri Chaba, 2020, viewing devices, fan belts, metal, wood, cotton, millet
flour and artefacts, 7’ x 3’ x 8’, 2012

Above: Chaba creates mountain structures for Retreat from wire in her home
studio, 2013
Sherri Chaba, 2020 (detail)
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Distraction of a Stationary Nature

Shyra De Souza

July 3 – August 2, 2014

The stop-motion animation Distraction of a Stationary Nature by Calgary
based artist Shyra De Souza, will be
hosted in the Art Gallery of St Albert’s
‘Vault’ space. With the gallery residing
in a converted historic bank building (Banque d’Hochelaga), it benefits
from many unusual and interesting
architectural features, including the
decommissioned 100-square-foot
vault space on the main level. Repurposed over the years from vault to
store room and currently to gallery
space, this sound-proofed intimate
space provides the ideal setting for
small group film viewing as well as
site specific installation.
2006 Alberta College of Art and
Design graduate De Souza’s fun and
imaginative stop-motion animation
presents a metaphor of the way in
which our culture constructs the
environment, often in the image of
nature.

Kitsch and novelty stationary items seemingly come to life,
providing entertainment and escape from the mundane for
the protagonist.
This incredibly resourceful film was nominated by the
Canadian Cinema Editors Award for Best Editing in an Animation. It was produced with support from the AFA, with
equipment provided by the Quickdraw Animation Society
via the Animation Scholarship program. Post production
was completed with support from the Canada Council and
editing was completed at Emmedia via the Finishing Funds
program.
Shyra De Souza,
Distraction of a Stationary
Nature, 2012.
Stop-Motion Animation
Running time: 9 minutes
37 seconds
Pictured: production
stills
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Delineate
August 7 – 30, 2014

Pierre Bataillard
Florence Debeugny
Tanya Klimp

Delineate brings together abstracted works that
explore line with liberation from representation.
Veteran artist Pierre Bataillard, a master of line,
has appeared in an abundance of group and solo
exhibitions since the late seventies. Years spent
as an architect, drafting by hand (before modern
computers replaced this method), has afforded
Bataillard a trained hand with an unrivalled understanding of both shape and form. Often referencing landscape or still life studies, his works translate his subjects into expressive lines, colours and
forms. Whilst his recent works deviate from literal,
visual truth, they encompass and express the essence of his subjects. Bataillard bravely explores
line with diligent, yet free-spirited results or ‘scribbling with intent’, as he modestly describes it.

Left: Pierre Bataillard, Brown Jug, Conté and graphite, 41.73” x 44.89”,
2013; Tanya Klimp, Suntracker Monday, acrylic on canvas, 42” x 72”,
2012; Florence Debeugny, Night Language 4, photo on transparency
film, 23” x 17”, 2011

Night Language by Florence Debeugny features night photography of paved road surfaces, illuminated only by street
lamps. These striking images resemble intriguing abstract
linear drawings, where asphalt stands in place of paper.
The tar used to seal cracks and fissures, in roads serves as
the drawing medium, forming solid black lines with graphic
irregularity. The resulting map-like photographic images
are printed onto transparency film and displayed in backlit
boxes. These striking large-scale works radiate the inevitable
truth; that all things are subject to the forces of nature and
eventually concede to the passage of time.
Over the course of a number of weeks, Tanya Klimp created acrylic paintings that documented the path of sunbeams
across her studio interior. Klimp recorded the movement
of the shadows cast upon each canvas. Using predefined
parameters, Klimp used seven different colour grounds (one
for each day of the week) to unify each composition, each
work a balanced effort between artist and nature. The resulting abstract works feature an array of connected, echoing lines and shapes which generate a multi-dimensional
map of light and time, on which the artist’s place in the
world can be plotted.
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Abstraction into the Significant Line

Pat Wagensveld

September 4 – 27, 2014

Abstraction into the Significant Line signifies a zenith in a
series artist Pat Wagensveld has been working on for
numerous years. Wagensveld cites a period of study at the
esteemed Emma Lake Residency program offered by the
University of Saskatchewan as a turning point in her practice. There, inspired by the artists in her company and by
the view across the lake, Wagensveld created a number of
works on paper that would become the foundation of her
abstract painting line of enquiry. That view across Emma
Lake evolved into somewhat of a motif in her work in subsequent years.

A clear horizon line is evident in the Significant Line works.
Sometimes it appears to represent the lake, sometimes land
and often its intention is ambiguous. The works display varying degrees of abstraction whilst maintaining a clear visual
homogeny and direction, without a feeling of repetition. Rich,
dense colour dominates in Wagensveld’s ‘organic abstractions’. The resulting appearance of depth and luminance
create an elemental quality eliciting a somatic response. The
works radiate emotion and display a raw refinement. Acrylic
gels and mediums are added to the paint creating plains of
texture and relief. An array of tools, including brushes, rags,
sheet plastic and kitchen utensils are always close at hand.
Wagensveld’s painting style is both reflective and adaptive.
She describes a ‘push-pull’ attunement between herself and
her work, recognizing completion when the piece ‘tells’ her to
stop. If dialogue is halted the piece is set aside.
Within the art community of St Albert, Wagensveld is recognized as a significant figure. As a champion of change she has
spearheaded various visual arts initiatives, armed always with
a strong mandate to develop and nurture artists in her community.

Pat Wagensveld, Familiar Horizons, Emma, acrylic on canvas, 44” x 62”, 2010

Pat Wagensveld, Delineated Lines of the Prairies, acrylic on canvas,
65” x 42”, 2011
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60 Tibetan Pearls

The Painted Memories of Choegyal Rinpoche

Choegyal Rinpoche
Curated by Leah Carnahan

October 2 – November 1, 2014
In 1958, fleeing the Chinese Cultural Revolution, twelveyear-old spiritual leader Cheogyal Rinponche fled his
monastery in DruGu, Tibet. Accompanied by many other
monks, nuns and lay people, he escaped through the mountains. He faced many hardships before finally crossing the
border into India where he, along with thousands of other
displaced Tibetans, sought refuge in the Himals of Northern
India. Along the way, Choegyal documented his emotional
experiences in a number of paintings and drawings which
comprise this exhibition. These works depict not only the
sadness and suffering he endured, but also joyful memories, as his group eventually found land on which to settle.
Eventually Tibetan cultural pastimes and traditions came
back to life for Choegyal and his fellow refugees.

Choegyal Rinpoche, Attack on Marthola, March 10, 1959, Indo-Tibet Border, watercolour,
14” x 10”, 1959

Choegyal Rinpoche, Scarves of Clouds, Rongmi, Tibet, watercolor, handmade paper,
10” x 16”

The Revolution left many Tibetan cultural and religious
relics destroyed; the paintings and drawings of Choegyal
Rinponche preserve precious images of these historical
places. Through them we learn about the life, traditions and
spiritualism of the Tibetan Lama. The works in this exhibition span a number of years and encapsulate Choegyal’s
early development as an artist and leader. When viewing
60 Tibetan Pearls, we are witness to the evolvement of his
painting style and technique, as well as his passion for his
culture.
In the years that followed his settlement in India, Choegyal
studied many traditional painting styles, bringing influences
from China, India, Nepal and Persia into his own practice.
60 Tibetan Pearls focuses on the development of his contemporary style of Tibetan painting. Choegyal Rinponche
continues to paint from his home in India.

Choegyal Rinpoche, Ceremony for the Landlord Stupa, Tashi Jong, India watercolour on handmade paper, 6” x 13”, 1975
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Guilded

“Let Nature Stun You”

St Albert Place Visual Arts
Council Guild Members

November 6 - 29, 2014
With roots dating back to the
1960’s, the St Albert Place
Visual Arts Council (SAPVAC)
is comprised of five guilds;
St Albert Potters’ Guild, Painters’ Guild, Floral Arts Society,
Quilters’ Guild and Paper Arts
Guild as well as the Art Gallery
of St Albert and the City of St
Albert Cultural Services. This
collective form an important,
historical building block in the
St Albert arts community. SAPVAC contributes to the cultural
fabric of the city, they adding
vibrancy to a variety of annual
events as well as nurturing the
talent, creativity and diverse
skill sets of its members.
Guilded is a longstanding exhibition at Art Gallery of St Albert
that showcases the work of
SAPVAC members. Since its
beginning, this exhibition has
featured selected works in a variety of forms from local artists.

2014 sees the return of Guilded to Art Gallery of St Albert.
Each guild will be represented and members will exhibit
works inspired by an excerpt from a Thomas Moore poem,
“Let Nature Stun You”. This quote forms both the stimulus for
and title of the exhibition.

Left page, Exhibition views, (top left) Guilded 2009, (top right), Guilded 2012, artworks by Rick Rogers, (bottom left) Guilded 2012, (bottom right), Guilded 2007.
Right page, Exhibition view Guilded 2010. Above, Guilded 2010
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Jim Visser
December 4, 2014 – January 31, 2015

Creating paintings in his home studio is a meditative process for artist Jim Visser who states that his art emanates
from his spirituality. The studio looks out across wide open
prairie farmland. Home for most of his life, his roots to the
farmstead date back to the 1940’s when his family immigrated to Edmonton from Holland to work the land. An entire
working lifetime spent as a potato farmer has afforded him
a knowledge and familiarity with the land that is evident in
his practice as a painter.
Visser left school at 18 when the responsibility of the family
farm and land passed to him and his brother. Having excelled in and enjoyed art during his school years, he continued to harbour an interest in the subject. In his thirties he
was inspired to revisit it. Keen to see if he could still ‘hold
his own’ against other pupils he enrolled in courses through
the University of Alberta’s Faculty of Extension. Encouraged
by his aptitude and by a long list of professors and instructors at the University, Visser continued his studies and for
over 20 years he received tutorage in a diverse array of art
forms. Attending courses in the winter months allowed him
the spring and summer to dedicate to his farm.

Impressively, after retiring in 2000 Visser seamlessly transitioned from farmer to professional artist. At that time he
began painting full time and gained professional representation at a prestigious commercial gallery in Edmonton. His
efforts have earned him recognition in the art community
with numerous solo exhibitions and many works residing in
private collections.
The solo exhibition of Jim Visser’s work at Art Gallery of
St Albert will represent his ongoing exploration of varied
kinetic forces as they play on the land and sky. Characteristic paintings that respond to the vastness of the Albertan
landscape will capture light and depth with life and energy,
from vast vistas to intimate studies of the prairies. We can
expect large vibrant paintings that portray an affinity to the
natural landscape as well as the plein aire studies they are
born from. Visser’s oil paintings capture the beauty of the
environment and the turning of the seasons in a painting
style that is both endearing and awe-inspiring. Visser hopes
that viewers leave the exhibition with a greater sense of responsibility and appreciation for their surroundings, which
nurture and sustain all life.

Left page: Jim Visser, Luminous, oil on canvas, 20” x 30”, 2012
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Sponsors

Art Gallery of St Albert gratefully acknowledges the major annual support it receives
from the City of St Albert and the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.
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Credits & Acknowledgements
Art Gallery of St Albert would like to thank the many artists who contributed to
this publication by providing images and artistic statements pertaining to their
artistic practice.
All artwork photographs are credited to the artists unless otherwise stated
herein.
Photographic Credits:
Pgs. 3. & 4. Interior and exterior views of gallery, Mark Pesklewis
Pg. 5. Untitled #2, Untitled #3, Ryan Parker
Pg. 6. Silent Legacy, Anchored Flight, Cynthia Sentara
Pg.10. Focus, Teresa Wallsten
Pg. 11 & 12. 2020, Scene Unseen, The Silence of Chaos, Mark Freeman
Pg. 15. Suntracker: Monday, M.J.H Woolley
Index pg. & Pgs. 19. & 20. Attack on Marthola, March 10, 1959, Scarves of Clouds,
Rongmi, Ceremony for the Landlord Stupa, Leah Carnahan
Pg. 23. Stock images representing Floral Arts, Potters and Quilters Guilds courtesy of SAPVAC
Pg. 23. Hand made paper (image) representing Paper Arts Guild, Jacqui Hurst
Unless otherwise stated all exhibition and event photographs are courtesy of
Art Gallery of St Albert.
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